Fun Page
How much did you learn?
The answers to all these questions can be found in the
newsletter...see if you can remember!
1

In which US national park were fossilized prints found?

2 What rare plant was found in the grounds of Waterford
Institute of Technology?
3 If it’s raining cats and dogs, what’s falling from the sky?
4 What should you not do with food that has been in
contact with flood water?
5 What dictates the height of an apple tree?
6 In which ocean is the Sargasso Sea?
7 Robbie Murphy photographed Comet Neowise over
which West Cork bay?
8 What structure was used to help with the painting of the
beacon at the mouth of Baltimore Harbour?
9 The fox stole clothes. True or false?
10 Which app is used to read library books online?
11 If you were swept along by floor waters, what should
you never do?
12 In the Explorers’ “SEA How to Draw page”, there is a
drawing of a person scuba diving. True or false?
13 What is the award-winning HeroRAT Magawa is able
to detect?
14 How old was Sue Cahalane when she remembers sitting
on the library steps?
15 According to the EPA, what food do we waste the most?

What kind of apple isn’t an apple?
A Pineapple.

What books do planets
like to read?
Comet books.

Why did the fish go to Hollywood?
He wanted to be a starfish.

What do you do if your
dog eats a dictionary?

Take the words right out of its mouth!

If there are three apples and you took
away two, how many would you have?
Two! Because YOU took away two.

What do you call a piece of
wood with nothing to do?
Bored.

How are a dog and a
marine biologist alike?

One wags a tail and the other tags a whale.

What falls but never
hits the ground?
A: The temperature!

HOW MUCH DID YOU LEARN?: 1. Grand Canyon National Park; 2. Bee Orchid; 3. Rain;
4. You must not eat it!; 5. The rootstock; 6. Atlantic Ocean; 7. Roaringwater Bay;
8. Scaﬀolding; 9. False. It stole shoes; 10. BorrowBox; 11. Never put your feet down in
flood water; 12. True. 13. Landmines. 14. She was five years old; 15. Bread.
ANSWERS TO “RAINING CATS AND DOGS”: A-6-Bee; B-9-Fish; C-11-Fly; D-8-Crocodile;
E-1-Elephant; F-2-Butterflies; G-7-Crow; H-4-Hawk; I-10-Lion; J-13-Horses; K-12-Cat;
L-5-Ants; M-3-Rat.

Think
of a Title
Can you think of a
caption for this
photograph of a
Red-winged Blackbird
taken in British
Columbia, Canada?
Image courtesy of Alan D. Wilson www.naturespicsonline.com
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Spot the five differences!
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